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Hepatocellular Carcinoma is an Emerging Issue Now in Iran
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1. Introduction
Burden of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is an increasing issue in the world. HCC is the most common primary cancer in the liver and it is the third cause of death
related to cancer worldwide (1). A rise in the prevalence of
HCC has continued due to presence of a large pool of patients infected with hepatitis C virus (HCV) and hepatitis B
virus (HBV) infections.
Today, a wide variety of imaging modalities including ultrasonography, computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), isotope scan, and positron
emission tomography (PET) are currently used in the evaluation of patients with HCC. These imaging techniques
have a definitive role in the early diagnosis and better
staging of the disease (1). Early diagnosis has led to
first-stage treatment using radiological interventions and
has also increased the survival of the patients significantly (2-4). Moreover, the use of one method of imaging such as ultrasonography and periodic measurements
of serum alpha-fetoprotein are strongly suggested as the
main tools in the early diagnosis of HCC in high risk
groups (5). There are various nonsurgical therapeutic
options in HCC patients, including traditional transarterial chemoembolization (TACE), transarterial embolization, percutaneous ethanol injection, radiofrequency ablation (RFA), and chemotherapy (6).
2. Hepatitis B and HCC
HBV infection is the most cause of HCC in the world and
Iran (7). It is more prevalent in regions with high endemicity for HBV infection such as Asia (8, 9). Burden of HBV infection has decreased due to HBV vaccination in most parts
of the world (10-12), but the higher age of HBV-infected patients with longer duration and low rate of anti-viral therapy still put them at a higher risk for HCC. It is the most

preventable cancer with HBV vaccination (8, 13), however
the impact of HBV vaccination on the incidence of HCC will
be more evident in the future. Shiraz liver transplantation
center reported that the most common cause of cirrhosis
was HBV related, and the majority of patients with HCC in
their center were also HBV related (14, 15).

3. Hepatitis C and HCC
HCV, as a global health hazard, has infected around 71
million peoples in the world (16). Chronic HCV infection
can lead to long-term sequels such as cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma, and death (17). After control of HBV infection, an increase in the incidence of HCC, most likely reflecting the increased prevalence of HCV infection, liver cirrhosis due to obesity, and diabetes mellitus, has been reported in some countries in the world (9, 18, 19). Infection
with HCV is responsible for an increase in the number of
cases of HCC among US veterans (20).
After establishment of cirrhosis, HCC develops in patients with a rate of 1 to 4 percent per year and after 20 years
we will have significant cases with HCC in this group. There
is a dilemma about the relationship between directly acting antivirals (DAAs) for the treatment of HCV and the risk
of HCC (21). It seems that in cirrhotic patients, we should be
aware of occult HCC and exacerbation after elimination of
HCV infection. Patients with previous HCC should be carefully followed to confirm complete HCC remission before
starting antiviral therapy, and intense follow-up should be
performed after DAA treatment (21).

4. Obesity, Diabetes and HCC
The insulin resistance syndrome, obesity and diabetes
are emerging issues in the industrial community and they
play a risk factor for HCC in the world nowadays (22).
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Lifestyle factors such as obesity, low activity, diabetes and
alcohol consumption can contribute to occurrence of HCC.
Obesity and diabetes increase the risk of HCC by increasing the risk of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and
cirrhosis. Insulin resistance results in an inflammatory
cascade, which leads to the development of nonalcoholic
steatohepatitis (NASH), and finally mediates carcinogens
to develop HCC. The incidence of NASH is expected to increase due to the growing epidemic of diabetes and obesity
in the world (22).
5. In Conclusion
We should be more careful regarding early diagnosis
of HCC with new radiological modalities and blood testing. In HBV and HCV patients more interventions must be
integrated on the management of prevention of cirrhosis.
In Iran, absence of a guideline for screening and management of HCC is one of our conflicts. We are sure that with
attention to consensus guidelines and using new radiological modalities in diagnosis and therapy, the patient’s survival will increase in the future in Iran.
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